Double-hit lymphomas (DHL) are a heterogeneous group of high-grade B-cell lymphomas with translocations involving *MYC*, *BCL2* and/or *BCL6* \[[@B1]\]. Due to simultaneous activation of these driver oncogenes, DHLs are among the most aggressive and chemoresistant lymphoma subtypes with minimal treatment options. The standard R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisone) combination treatment cures only a small fraction of the patients and most of the treated patients will experience disease relapse and progression. More intensive regiments, such as DA-EPOCH-R (dose-adjusted etoposide, prednisone, vincristine, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin and rituximab), while improving the clinical outcomes, may give rise to serious complications \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. Treatment of DHL currently remains a highly unmet need and therefore, novel therapeutics with low toxicity should be developed and tested specifically for DHL patients.

Targeted therapeutics is an attractive approach for the treatment of DHLs, as it has the advantage of inducing tumor regression in the absence of systemic toxicities associated with conventional chemotherapies. As DHLs are commonly driven by *MYC* and *BCL2*, an effective therapy requires the combined targeting of both oncogenes. In the past few years, several *BCL2* inhibitors have been developed for clinical use, an example of which, ABT-199 (Venetoclax), has been approved by the US FDA (MD, USA) for the treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia. In contrast, the development of specific *MYC* inhibitors has proven challenging due to its biophysical properties as a transcription factor. Despite decade-long efforts toward the development of small molecule chemical inhibitors of MYC protein, its direct *in vivo* targeting has not been feasible, and *MYC* is still considered 'undruggable' \[[@B4]\]. In the absence of effective chemical inhibitors, an alternative strategy to eradicate *MYC*-driven cancers is through a synthetic lethality approach. Targeting genetic vulnerabilities specific to *MYC* overexpressing cancer cells can selectively eradicate those cells, without affecting the normal, noncancerous populations. Multiple synthetic lethal targets of *MYC* have been thus far identified. Inhibition of candidate gene products, such as *BRD4*, *CDK9*, *PLK1* and others \[[@B5]\], demonstrates synthetic lethality with activated *MYC* in various cancer contexts. Therefore, selective targeting of these gene products could be a viable alternative in the treatment of *MYC*-driven tumors, including DHLs.

Our recent work has demonstrated that simultaneous targeting of *MYC* and *BCL2* driver oncogenes in DHL can be achieved through the combined use of XPO1 and BCL2 inhibitors. XPO1 is an export receptor involved in nuclear-cytoplasmic transport of protein and RNA cargoes. XPO1 has been shown to transport several tumor suppressor proteins, such as p53, p27, BRCA1 and IKB \[[@B6]\]. In addition, XPO1 forms a complex with the mRNA cap-binding protein eukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) to export multiple oncoprotein mRNAs (such as *MYC*, *BCL2* and *PIM1*), promoting the synthesis of oncoproteins \[[@B7]\]. Genomic amplification or mutation of *XPO1* has been observed in several human cancers, including multiple myeloma, leukemia and lymphoma. The efficacy of XPO1 inhibitors in cancer treatment is currently being tested in clinical trials \[[@B8]\]. One of the XPO1 inhibitors, KPT-330, was recently approved by FDA for the treatment of multiple myeloma. We have observed in a panel of DHL cell lines that XPO1 inhibition using KPT-330 and KPT-8602 abrogates MYC protein expression, inducing massive tumor cell apoptosis. Combined use of XPO1 and BCL2 inhibitors is highly synergistic *in vitro* in eradicating DHL cells. In a mouse model of DHL bearing primary patient-derived xenograft tumor cells, combined treatment with XPO1 and BCL2 inhibitors blocks tumor progression and extends host survival \[[@B9]\]. Of particular interest, we found that the animals treated with the drug combination exhibit significantly lower brain metastasis compared with other groups. Both DHL and Burkitt's lymphoma are known to spread to a patient's central nervous system \[[@B10]\] at a much higher rate than other lymphoma subtypes. Brain involvement in lymphoma patients generally confers a more abysmal prognosis with a median survival of several months \[[@B10]\]. Our study with human patient-derived xenograft tumors reveals that combined targeting of XPO1 and BCL2 blocks brain metastasis of DHL tumors. Thus, such combined targeted therapies may prove effective in preventing tumor spread to the brain. Our finding is in concordance with a recent case report, where the use of KPT-330, was shown to restrain the central nervous system relapse in one diffuse large B-cell lymphoma patient \[[@B11]\]. In this light, the role of XPO1 as a target in the prevention and treatment of brain metastasis of lymphoma deserves further preclinical investigation.

As shown in both animal models and human patients, the clinical benefits of targeted therapies are often short-lived. Despite initial massive tumor cell death and effective tumor debulking, resistance to targeted agents and tumor relapse occurs frequently \[[@B12]\]. Although combined targeted therapies, aimed at simultaneous suppression of driver oncogenes would be more effective than targeted therapy with single agents, the development of drug resistance and tumor relapse following the combination therapy is still expected. The engagement of immune system is therefore required to achieve a sustained and long-term clinical outcome.

Anti-CD20 immunotherapy functions by engaging the immune system via antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity, complement-dependent cytotoxicity and adaptive cellular immune responses \[[@B13]\]. The classical anti-CD20 antibody for human B-cell lymphoma, rituximab, has demonstrated long-lasting survival benefits across multiple lymphoma subtypes. However, DHL tumor cells often have markedly reduced CD20 expression \[[@B14],[@B15]\], contributing to resistance to rituximab and poor survival. In addition, multiple FDA-approved targeted agents commonly used in the treatment of human lymphomas, including ibrutinib, lenalidomide, bortezomib and idelalisib, have been shown to suppress CD20 expression on tumor cells by various mechanisms \[[@B16]\]. Consequently, the use of these targeted agents may significantly impair the efficacy of anti-CD20 immunotherapy using rituximab and other CD20 antibodies, such as ofatumumab. Not all targeted agents, however, decrease the expression of CD20 on lymphoma cells. Inhibitors of histone deacetylases (HDAC), such as entinostat, romidepsin and valproic acid, are known to augment CD20 expression on lymphoma cell membrane and potentiate the efficacy of anti-CD20 antibodies \[[@B19]\]. Additionally, inhibitors of DNA methyltransferases, such as azacytidine and decitabine, can partially restore CD20 expression in CD20-negative lymphoma cells and potentially enhance the effects of anti-CD20 therapies \[[@B20]\]. Thus, development of strategies that utilize the synergistic combination of targeted and immunotherapeutic agents in the treatment of DHL is of immense importance.

Combined targeting of *MYC* and *BCL2* driver oncogenes, coupled with activation of immune response may serve as the therapy of choice culminating in a durable clinical response. As the first step, the potential synergistic or antagonistic effects of drug combinations can be screened *in vitro* using a diverse panel of DHL tumor cells. Subsequently, these candidate drug combinations should be tested *in vivo* in animal models with a functional immune system, including humanized or immunocompetent syngeneic mice, prior to clinical trials in DHL patients. In this light, combining targeted and immune therapies for DHL treatment, will provide a better means for effective tumor regression and immune system activation, achieving long-term survival benefits without significant toxicity.
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